Our service for you:
E-Learning

E-Learning: Modern media for training use
Learning anywhere and everywhere!
Your Needs =
Our Challenge
Are your employees scattered, even
across national borders or even globally? Is there a lack of time for necessary trainings? E-learning, that is
the use of new media for networking,
time and location-independent learning, could be the solution here.
Our Experience =
Your Advantage
For almost 10 years, APPLICATIO is
busy with the so-called e-learning as
a training method among others. In
addition to the development of complete strategies for companies and
entire countries APPLICATIO has set
up extensive experience in the training of e-learning experts and the development of didactic training concepts, online courses and their implementation. In this e-learning is
always a metal cathode, among others, and never degenerates into an
end in itself!
Our Service =
Your Key to Success
APPLICATIO covers the full range of
services around the topic of learning
with new media.
At the strategic level APPLICATIO
supports governments, universities,
NGOs, training providers in the development of e-learning strategies
and implementation plans. At the
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implementation level APPLICATIO
develops didactic approaches, curricula and online courses and implements them successfully within the
framework of blended learning scenarios and web-based trainings.
There are also training opportunities
for e-learning experts such as authors, tutors, educationalists and
managers.
In almost all training programmes
APPLICATIO uses its own e-Academy
in support of the participants.
An example:
For the Deutsche Gesellschaft für Internationale
Zusammenarbeit (GIZ) APPLICATIO has designed
an online Academy "Skills Suite for Management &
Leadership", and developed and built more than
30 e-learning courses.
Another one…
In Mongolia, APPLICATIO supported the NGO
"Mongolia eKnowledge" in the development of
strategies and courses and today both jointly are
developing quality criteria for accreditation and
certification of courses and organisations throughout the country.
This offer/service represents an example. All services of APPLICATIO are generally tailor-made
based on the individual needs of the clients.
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